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ABSTRACT 
This paper provides an idea of various feature descriptors used dominantly for object detection. Feature 

descriptors are an algorithm that extracts features in an image and describes it as a vector. In this paper, we 

have implemented five feature descriptors such as SIFT, SURF, ORB, KAZE and AKAZE. These feature 

descriptors were used to understand its efficiency relative to each other in detecting matched key points 

between query and training image. Key points matching in two images are studied under affine variations 

like rotation, scaling and translation. Finally the descriptor that performs well in detecting the matched key 

points between two images with small number of outliers in recognized.  

 
  Keywords— AKAZE, Feature descriptors, KAZE, ORB, SIFT, SURF  

 

I.   INTRODUCTION   

A. Computer Vision and Image Processing  

Computer vision deals about how 

computers are trained to gain knowledge from 

real time images and videos. Its main task is to 

automate tasks that normal human can 

visualize. Computer Vision understands and 

predicts the visual input. It also tries to imitate 

a human brain in visualizing an input image. It 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_visual_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_visual_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_visual_system
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has dominant applications like image 

classification, object recognition and detection, 

face recognition, image reconstruction, motion 

prediction, gesture prediction and scene 

classification etc.   

The tasks of computer vision consist of 

methods to acquire, process, analyze and 

understand single or sequence of digital 

images. It automatically extracts high-

dimensional data from the real world to 

produce information and helps in decision 

making process. The objective of computer 

vision is to enable computers and machines to 

perform the same kind of jobs as humans with 

the similar efficiency.  

Image Processing comes under computer vision 

where digital images are run through 

preprocessing stages and then the tasks of 

extracting information is performed. Depending 

upon the type of images computer vision algorithm 

also varies. A single algorithm cannot suit all 

computer vision tasks. Different algorithms are 

being designed to extract information from 

different images. This  

is the reason for computer vision having much 

scope in the field of research.   

B. Object Detection  

Object detection and recognition are not the same 

since object detection deals with detecting parts of 

semantic objects belonging to a particular class (like 

table, book, computer, building etc.) in digital images 

and videos while object recognition deals with the 

matches that is an already-known pattern or learnt 
category (like face recognition).Object detection 

performs localization of an object and draws a 

bounding box to it. It tells us whether an object is 

there or not. Object recognition tries to categorize the 

object in an image to a particular class. Instance and 

semantic segmentation are variations of object 

detection and recognition. Object detection by 

humans is easy but for machines it should understand 

the image under affine variations like rotation, 

scaling, translation, skewing, distortion etc. An 

algorithm to identify the objects which is invariant to 

all affine variations should be designed and that is a 

challenging task. In this paper, we have compared the 

performance of most prevalent feature descriptors to 

detect objects under little invariance.   

C. Feature Descriptors  

Feature descriptors are an algorithm that extracts 

features in an image and describes it as a vector. A 

feature is a piece of information used to solve 

computational tasks for various applications. 

Features are specific structures found in the image 

such as points, edges or objects. Features can be 

based on color, texture, shape or appearance. Color 

features represent the color of a specific region in an 
image. Example includes average color, color 

histogram etc. Shape features are based on geometric 

values obtained from an image [3]. Examples of 

shape features are edges, corners, blobs, key points, 

contours etc. A texture feature collects repeated 

pattern of information or its arrangement with regular 

intervals [4]. Examples include Local Binary Pattern, 

Gray Level Cooccurrence Matrix [5], Haralick and 

fractal features [6] etc.  

If the features are extracted from the image as a 

whole then it is a global feature descriptor. If the 

features from image are extracted in small patches 

then it is a local feature descriptor. Shape Matrices, 

Invariant Moments, Histogram of Oriented  

Gradients (HOG) and Co-HOG are global descriptors 

while SIFT, SURF, LBP, BRISK, MSER and 

FREAK are some examples of local descriptors. In 

[2], local descriptor SIFT is used for document 

analysis since it is proved to be successful for its easy 

implementation. For our study, we have chosen few 

local descriptors like SIFT, SURF, ORB, KAZE and 

AKAZE. Image Dataset used in this work is taken 

from caltech 101 images [8].  

 II.  FEATURE EXTRACTION  

Extracting features is the basic task in object 

detection algorithm before checking with various 

types of variations.  

A.  SIFT  

 SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) 

extracts keypoint features. Its four stages are 

scale space extrema detection, keypoint 

localization, orientation assignment and 

keypoint descriptors [7].    

1) Scale-space extrema detection: In order to 

detect larger corners in an image, scale-space 

filtering is used. SIFT algorithm uses Difference 

of Gaussians which is an approximation of LoG 

(Laplacian of Gaussians). Difference of 

Gaussians is the difference of Gaussian blurring 

of an image with two different σ(scale). This 

process is repeated for different octaves in 

Gaussian pyramid of the image. After 

identifying DoG, the local extrema is identified 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-dimensional
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-dimensional
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-dimensional
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-dimensional
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both in terms of scale and space. If it is a local 

extrema, then that is recognized as a  keypoint.  

2) Keypoint localization: After identifying 

keypoints, the unwanted elements should be 

eliminated to get accurate location. [7] In order 

to localize the keypoints, the accurate location of 

extrema is found using Taylor series expansion 

of scale space. It is then minimized as given in 

(1) to find the true location of the identified 

extrema.  

           

(1)  

  

The intensity at this extrema should be greater 
than a threshold value (0.03 in [7]), else it will be 

rejected. This threshold is referred as contrast 

Threshold. This step identifies only strong 

keypoints.  

3) Orientation Assignment: In order to achieve 

invariance to image rotation, an orientation is 

assigned to each keypoint. Gradient Magnitude 

and direction is calculated for the neighbourhood 

taken around the keypoint. An orientation 

histogram is created.   

4) Keypoint descriptor: To create a keypoint 

descriptor, a  16x16 neighbourhood around the 

keypoint is taken. Then it is divided into16 sub-

blocks of 4x4 size. An 8 bin orientation 

histogram is created for every sub-block. It 

makes a total of 128 bin values. These values 

will be stored as vectors to form a feature 

descriptor.  

B. SURF  

SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) also 

uses octaves similar to SIFT but undergoes three steps 

like Interest point detection, Interest Point 
Localization and Interest point description.  

1) Interest Points Detection: In order to detect 

interest points SIFT uses cascaded Filters whereas 

SURF uses squareshaped filters.Integral image[9] is 

used to speed up the filtering process.A blob detector 

based on hessian matrix is used to find interest points. 

The determinant of a hessian matrix is used as a tool 

to measure local change around the points.The points 

are chosen where the determinant is maximum.The 

determinant is also used for selecting the scale.  

  

2) Interest Point Localization: The Scale space 

is obtained after applying box filters of different 

sizes.Instead of reducing the image size by down 
scaling, SURF uses up-scaling of filter size.The 

output of a 9X9 filter  is taken as the Initial Scale 

layer. The upper layers are obtained by filtering the 

image with gradually bigger masks.The maxima of 

the determinant of the Hessian matrix are interpolated 

in scale and space.  

  

3) Interest Point Description: For describing 

the local points,orientation about the neighbourhood 

is collected.The Haar wavelet responses is applied in 

x and y direction within a circular neighbourhood of 

radius 6s around the interest point, where s is the 

scale at which the interest point was detected. The 

responses are then weighted by a Gaussian function 

centered at the point of interest. The circular 

orientation is estimated by calculating the sum of all 

responses within a sliding window of size π/3. The 
horizontal and vertical responses within the window 

are summed up which then yields a local orientation 

vector.  

C. ORB  

ORB(Oriented fast and Rotated Brief) 

extracts keypoints features using FAST and BRIEF 

algorithm  based on the binary string. Feature point 

is detected using FAST and described using 

improved version of BRIEF.   

1) Oriented-FAST keypoint detector: 
FAST(Features from Accelerated Segment Test) is a 

corner detection method used to find keypoints, then 
Harris corner[10] is applied to find top N points 

among them. It also uses pyramid in order to produce 

multiscale-features.But FAST is not rotational 

invariant. Hence ORB uses Oriented FAST, an 

improvement of FAST. This improved algorithm 

computes the intensity weighted centroid of the patch 

with located corner points at center. The direction of 

the vector from this identified corner point to the 

centroid gives the orientation.In order to improve 

rotation invariance, moments are computed with x 

and y in a circular region of radius , where  is the 

size of the localized patch.  

2) Rotated-BRIEF descriptor: BRIEF (Binary 

Robust Independent Elementary Features) is again 

invariant to rotation. Hence, initially BRIEF feature 

descriptors are extracted. BRIEF selects a 

smoothened image patch and takes  a set of n d (x,y) 

location pairs. Pixel intensity comparisons  are done 

on these location pairs. For Illustration, let the first 

location pairs be p and q. If Intensity(p) < 
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Intensity(q), then its  result is 1, else it is 0. When 

applying this technique for all  location pairs, the 

result is an n d-dimensional bit string. These  

recognized bit strings are then steered to find the 

rotated  feature descriptors.     

 D.  KAZE    

         KAZE algorithm detects and describes 

features in a  nonlinear scale space with the help 

of nonlinear diffusion  filtering. This makes 

blurring locally adaptive to the image data, 

which reduces noise but retains object 

boundaries.  Hence, KAZE obtains superior 
localization accuracy and   

distinctiveness. The nonlinear scale space is built 

using  

 

efficient Additive Operator Splitting (AOS) 

techniques and variable conductance diffusion 

[11].   

  

E. AKAZE  

  

    Accelerated KAZE [12] uses Fast Explicit 

Diffusion (FED) inserted in a pyramidal 

framework to speed-up feature detection in 

nonlinear scale spaces. In addition, [12] has used  

a Modified-Local Difference Binary (M-LDB) 

descriptor that is more efficient and exploits 

gradient information from the nonlinear scale 

space, which is both scale and rotation invariant 

and has low storage requirements.   

III. FINDING BEST MATCHED KEYPOINTS  

  

  To find best matched keypoints, the Nearest 

Neighbour algorithm used for our study is BF 

(Brute Force) Matcher which does an exhaustive 

search to find the best neighbour. FLANN (Fast 

Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbours) 

which builds an efficient data structure 

(KDTree) can also be used to search for an 

approximate neighbour. After extracting the 

keypoint descriptors for both train and query 

image using the feature descriptors, one of the 

keypoints in one image is selected. Now, the 

euclidean distance is calculated between the 

selected keypoint descriptor and all keypoints in 

other image. These calculated distances are 

sorted. This represents the nearest distance 

between keypoints in two images which are 

likely to be same keypoints. Since ORB, KAZE 

and AKAZE are Binary feature descriptors, 

Hamming distance is used to find the efficient 

matching. A Ratio test using a threshold is again 

performed on the sorted distances to find the 
matched keypoints. The process flow for this 

study is given in Fig.1.     

    

 

Fig.1.Process flow to find best Matched keypoints  

 For this study, the objects considered are only 

animals and ten different set of animals are tested. 

The identified good matches for the five feature 

descriptors are drawn as lines from first (normal) 

image to second (rotated/scaled) image as shown in 

fig.2-6 for rotation invariance and fig.7-11 for Scale 

invariance.    

IV.  INVARIANCES  

  

 Affine Invariances like rotation and scaling is also 

tested for the set of images. In this study, the rotation 

angle is 90 degrees and the scaling is half the width 

of original image. The Best Matched keypoints from 

a query image to a rotated and scaled test image is 

drawn using all the above feature descriptors. 

Comparison of drawn lines is analyzed to find out the 

correct matches.  

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

  

 The best keypoint matches for all feature descriptors 

with respect to rotation invariance are arranged in a 

list and displayed as table.1. In our study, We 

retrieved the top 10 matches out of which, the 
keypoints given in Table.1 is correct matches for 

rotated images.  

INPUT IMAGE   

Feature Descriptor  
Algorithm    

Nearest Neighbour  
Algorithm    

  Best Keypoint Match   

ROTATED/SCALED  
IMAGE   

Feature Descriptor  
Algorithm    

http://docs.opencv.org/modules/features2d/doc/common_interfaces_of_descriptor_matchers.html#BFMatcher%20:%20public%20DescriptorMatcher
http://docs.opencv.org/modules/features2d/doc/common_interfaces_of_descriptor_matchers.html#BFMatcher%20:%20public%20DescriptorMatcher
http://docs.opencv.org/modules/features2d/doc/common_interfaces_of_descriptor_matchers.html#BFMatcher%20:%20public%20DescriptorMatcher
http://docs.opencv.org/modules/features2d/doc/common_interfaces_of_descriptor_matchers.html#BFMatcher%20:%20public%20DescriptorMatcher
http://docs.opencv.org/modules/features2d/doc/common_interfaces_of_descriptor_matchers.html#BFMatcher%20:%20public%20DescriptorMatcher
http://docs.opencv.org/modules/features2d/doc/common_interfaces_of_descriptor_matchers.html#BFMatcher%20:%20public%20DescriptorMatcher
http://www.cs.ubc.ca/research/flann/
http://www.cs.ubc.ca/research/flann/
http://www.cs.ubc.ca/research/flann/
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 Fig. 2  Fig. 3  

  
 Fig.4  Fig. 5  

  
Fig. 6  

  

Fig.2,3,4,5,6 shows the first 10 best matched keypoints for five feature descriptors SURF,SIFT,KAZE,AKAZE and ORB 

respectively (tested for rotation in variance) 
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 Fig. 7  Fig. 8  

  
 Fig. 9  Fig. 10  

  
Fig. 11  

Fig.7,8,9,10,11 shows the first 10 best matched keypoints for five feature descriptors SURF,SIFT,KAZE,AKAZE 

and ORB respectively (tested for scale in variance) 
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The best keypoint matches for all feature descriptors with respect to scale invariance are arranged in a list 

and displayed as table 2. In our study, we retrieved the top 10 matches out of which, the keypoints given 

in Table.2 is correct matches for scaled images.  

In Fig. 12, experimental results show that ORB feature descriptor identifies the 100 out of 100 

keypoints match for rotation and scaled images in all set of animals. AKAZE is ranked next to ORB in finding 

the matches. Since these are Binary descriptors their performance is good relative to SIFT  Table. 1. Best 

Matched keypoints for Rotation Invariance and SURF. Among all matched keypoints, outliers are also  

very less in ORB which can be eliminated using 

RANdom SAmpling Consensus(RANSAC) 

algorithm.  

 

Object  SIFT  ORB  SURF  KAZE  AKAZE  

Butterfly   1  10  8  10  5  

Cat   7  10  10  9  8  

Deer  9  10  10  6  8  

Dog  6  10  6  3  8  

Elephant  7  10  10  10  10  

Fox  5  10  10  9  9  

Horse  5  10  10  3  9  

Lion  0  10  9  4  7  

Rabbit  7  10  8  10  10  

Zebra  9  10  9  10  10  

  Table. 2. Best Matched keypoints for Scale Invariance  

  

Fig.12. ORB identified as good feature descriptor to match Scaled 

and rotated image with Normal image.  

  

VI. CONCLUSION  

In this study we have evaluated the performance of 

Five feature descriptors for object detection especially 

animals. This paper reveals that ORB performs efficiently 

than other descriptors in terms of speed and accuracy to 

identify best matched keypoints in two images. The work 

is tested for two types of invariances and further can be 

extended to test other invariances like skewing, distortion, 

occlusion and illumination etc.  
  

Object  SIFT  ORB  SURF  KAZE  AKAZE  

Butterfly   10  10  8  10  9  

Cat   7  10  9  8  8  

Deer  10  10  10  10  10  

Dog  10  10  10  10  10  

Elephant  10  10  9  10  10  

Fox  10  10  10  9  10  

Horse  10  10  10  10  10  

Lion  10  10  10  10  10  

Rabbit  10  10  7  10  10  

Zebra  10  10  10  10  10  
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